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INTRODUCTION

The coastal areas, rivers, and lakes of South Carolina are of importance to the

economic and recreational well-being of its residents. The understanding of

ecological concepts, relationships, and information underlying the use and

abuse of these environments is an interest and concern of many educators and

a program objective of many marine-related agencies and institutions in the

state.

A recent statewide survey of teachers  grades K-12! was conducted by the

South Carolina Department of Education to obtain teacher perceptions regarding

environmental education needs and problems. This needs assessment resulted in

the identification of three major problem areas: �! many teachers lack an

awareness of the need for marine and aquatic education, �! teachers lack

suitable instructional materials, and �! few environmental education training

programs are available.

In addition, a cursory nationwide survey of marine education programs

indicated the existence of many highly developed high school programs but rela-

tively few elementary marine education programs.

The purposes of this seed project were to search, obtain and review elemen-

tary  K-6! marine educational programs and materials in a comprehensive

manner. The findings of the review provide information that can be used

in the preliminary design phase of South Carolina marine education program

development efforts.

The search process is detailed in Part I of this report. Search methods

are described and the numbers and types of responses to letters of inquiry are



presented and discussed. Part II contains descriptions of the review process

and components of the review format. Part III includes the reviews of indivi-

dual project units and Part IV presents sunmaries and discussions of review

findings.

Every effort was made to identify and obtain copies of existing elementary

marine education project materials. We believe that the overall sample of

materials obtained and reviewed is not only representative but also comprises

a very large portion of the existing materials of this type. Oue to the

limitation of time, only programs and organized series of infusion units were

reviewed. Individual units and supplementary materials were excluded from

the review process.



PART I: THE SEARCH PROCESS

A nationwide search for marine and aquatic curricular and instructional

materials for students in kindergarten through grade 6 was conducted over a four

month period. Five search methods were employed and are described below.

Letters which explained the project and the types of information and

materials being sought were mailed to a total of 141 organizations and indivi-

duals. A copy of this form letter is included in Appendix A.

The 141 organizations and individuals represented five of the carefully

selected target groups below:

1! Appointed state marine education coordinators in the Sea Grant

education network

2! Sea Grant Institutions/Consortia

3! Marine/aquatic agencies and organizations from Virginia, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida  a regional component!

4! Federal agencies with marine/aquatic interests

5! Private, non-profit organizations with marine/aquatic interests

located outside the Southeastern region

A sixth category, "other" was created to acconmodate schools, agencies and

organizations that had developed materials which did not fit into any of the

other five categories. The number of letters sent to each of the target groups

and the number and percentage of the responses are presented in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 about here

The data above indicate that of a total of the 51 replies �6K! received, the



responses were greater from "other" agencies and marine/aquatic organizations

than from state and federal agencies with marine/aquatic interests. All responses

and ordering information were recorded on a form  see Appendix 6!.

In o~der to describe the kinds of responses and the types of available

materials indicated, six categories were established. The fi rst four represent

responses related to particular types of marine educational materia'I  e.g.,

programs, objectives, units or supplementary brochures, book'Iets, etc.!. The

fifth category refers to responses which represent personal recommendations

or references to marine educational material developed by others. Finally,

a sixth category was added to the original form to represent responses regarding

the lack of available marine/aquatic materials. Table 2 presents the number of

types of responses by the six target groups identified previously.

Insert Table 2 about here

The information in Table 2 indicates that relatively few elementary marine

education programs were reported available as compared wi th large numbers of

other types of educational materials such as instructional uni ts and other

supplementary materials. Sea Grant Institutions or Consortia reported the
availability and/or knowledge of more marine educational materials than any
other target group. Also, it appears that many of the programs, units and
supplementary marine materials have been developed by or in conjunction with
Sea Grant institutions. Moreover, the data in Table 2 indi cate that very few
materials have been developed at the state level. A number of materials, however,
have been developed by local county school districts and environmental education
centers.



B.

Three different bibliographies were consulted and provided additional

information regarding available elementary marine education materials.

These sources are listed below:

1! Morgan, Myra J. A Bibl io ra h of Elementar and Secondar Marine

Science Curriculum Pro'ects and Education Materials. University of

Rhode Island Marine Bulletin Series No. 15, New England Marine

Resources Program, Narragansett, RI 02882, 23 pp., 1974.

2! Project COAST. A Catalo of Curriculum Materials for Marine

Environment Studies - Elementar , Secondar . University of

Delaware, Newark, DE 19711, 38 pp., 1977.

3! Schlenker, Richard M. Education and the World Ocean - A Partial

Biblio r a h for Marine Educators. Northern New England Marine

Education Project, Sea Grant Program, University of Maine Center

for Marine Studies, Orono, ME 162 pp., 1978.

C. Com uter Searches

The National Sea Grant Depository in Rhode Island conducted two computer

searches. Relevant materials were selected from the computer print-out lists

and borrowed from the Depository. A Marine Education Materials System  MENS!

search was conducted by the Marine Education Center in Virginia. Pertinent

materials were reviewed from this collection. An Educational Resources Infor-

mation Center  ERIC! search of marine education materials was conducted by the

State Department of Education and findings were utilized during the search process.

D. Personal Collections of Materials

Materials that had been amassed over several years by certain educators were



also consulted in this project. These materfals were either borrowed or re-

viewed on-site.

E. Direct Contacts b Tele hone

References to other individuals and organfzatfons were often made by people

who responded to the letter of fnqufry. Some of these fndfviduals and

organizations were contacted by telephone to expedite t.he search process.

The material s collected for review were obtained in several ways. Some

materials were sent, free of charge, by the organization or agency that had de-

veloped them. Other materfals were purchased or borrowed as a result of re-

sponses to the letters of inqufry, computer searches, or contacts wfth people

who had collections of marine educatfonal materials.

In suttrnary, each of the methods employed during the search provfded useful

information. No one method alone would have generated the types and quantities

of informatfon which were sought for the purposes of this project .

The direct mailing approach yielded information regarding the national ex-

tent of marine/aquatic education for students in grades K-6 and provided order-

ing information for much of the available materials. Bfblfographfes referenced

additional contact people and publications that were not fdentified in the re-

sponses to the direct mailfngs. The computer searches and loan services were

partfcularly valuable for locating and obtaining out-of-print publfcations and

more recent publications that were ordered but not likely to be delivered before

this project termfnated. Private collections also enabled the review of

out,-of-prfnt publications and addftional materials which did not surface with

other search methods. Dfrect contacts by telephone expedited the search



and ordering processes for some materials. Overall, the direct mailings

yielded the greatest amount of desired information while the other search

methods produced further information which filled gaps and facilitated the

search for specific materials within the limited time period of this project.

"Narine Education Resources for Educators"  see green pages, Appendix C!.

a collage of resource people, systems and programs is a product of the search

process. This document was designed to facilitate further search and comnuni-

caHon efforts.
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PART II: THE REVIEW FORMAT

A format was developed to assist the reviewers in characterizing program and

unit components  see pages g-IZ!. Each component in the format will be

discussed . Specfffc characteristics which are not self-explanatory will be

clarified, important characteristics will be noted and discussed further, and a

general ratfonale wfll be presented .

A. Basic Pro ect Information

Basic information about the project and fts respective materials is

presented in the first portfon of the format. The copyrfght date or development

date fs stated in this sectfon. The materials are classfffed as one of three

general types: program, fnfusion unit, or actfvitfes.

For the purpose of clarity, a "program" is a series of instructional units

purposeful 'ly developed around a sequential, spiraling, conceptual currfcul ar

framework. Each unit builds on concepts developed in previous units. Thus,

intended outcomes of the program reflect simple to complex learning   e .g .,

organisms to ecosystems! . Units in a program are often an integral part of the
elementary scfence curriculum. Also, programs are usually developed at the
county/school dfstrfct level and teachers are often required to implement unfts
of the program as a regular part of their scfence program .

"Infusion units" are f nstructfonal units on related but not necessarfly
sequential topics or concepts. Thus, each unft can be implemented separately;
learnfng fn one unft is not dependent on learning in other units . Infusion
unfts are often implemented on a voluntary, supplementary and/or
fnterdi scfplinary basis .

"Actfvftfes" refers to a serfes of loosely related instructional activities
on various topics . Teachers almost always use these on a voluntary basis as
supplementary actfvftfes ~ Awareness rather than purposeful learning is often
the reason for using these materials .
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DATE:
PROGRAM:

ORGANIZATION:

ADDRESS:

ACTI V I TIESINFUSION UNITSPROGRAMGRADE LEVELS:

MATERIALS .'

TYPE:

COST.

I. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Program information

Program goals and objectives

Field-tested units and activities

Inservice training for teachers

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

4 5 6 A. Content   stated inferred!I 2 3

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

000

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

organisms, life cycles

habitats, environmental factors, adaptation

comnuni ti es

ecosystems  concepts, relationships!
water properties

marine/aquatic geology, geography

interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments

ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

rivers/swamps

lakes/ponds
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6. Skills   stated inferred!

observing  all senses!

identifying, classifying

measuring, quantifying

questioning, hypothesizing

inferring, analyzing, interpreting

sunmarizing, concluding

designing experiment. controlling variables

describing, communicating

manipulating

cooperating in groups

C. Teacher Material Characteristics

instructional objectives: awareness, learning, affect

student learning performance criterion

teacher background information

glossary af terms/concepts

student prerequisites

lesson preparation information

lesson plans:
hi ghl y imp s cs t

classroom management information

references to coamunity/other resources

follow-up/enrichment activities

methods for integrating content with other subject areas

methods for implementation with special students

highly explicit

0. Student Material Characteristics

objectives

information: prose, pictorial

reading level appropriate

activity/lab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separatel
attractive
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3 4 5 6 E. E ui ent/Materials

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0000000

home-made

locally obtainable

specialized, must be ordered

live organisms

packaged kits with program

G. Instructional Modes

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F. Assessment Materials and Characteristics

unit effectiveness questionnaires

written tests: pretest, posttest

student atti tude questionnaires

large group discussion

small group discussion/demonstration
individual projects/perfonnance

suggestions in the teacher's guide
answers or evaluation criteria

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstr ation

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simulation games

other instructional games

field experiences  pre-planned/to be planned by teacher!
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H. Relatfonshf s Amon Instructional Ob 'ectives, Instruction

and Assessment

The instructional objectives and the unit components
below can be described as:

1 not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat rel ated
4 highly related

K 1 2 3 4 5 6

content/ski l'fs of the instruction

assessment f tms

COhSENT5:
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Pro ram Characteristfcs

C. Unit Characteristfcs

The grade level of each unit is indicated fn the "materials" sect~on of

the basic information portion of the format. Each unit is reviewed separately

and the informatfon regarding presence of particular unit components and

characteristics  Sections A-G! fs indicated by a darkened oval fn the appro-

priate level column.

2. UNIT CHAIVCTER I ST I CS

1 2 3 4 5 6

I ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0

A. Content  +stated inferred!

organisms, life cycles

In the example above, the darkened ovals in columns K. I, and 3 indicate

that content involving "organisms," and/or "life cycles" is present in the

kindergarten, first and third grade units.

If a unit spans more than one grade level, then a co]ann number will be

assigned in the basic fnforiaation portion of the format sfmply to identify the

unit. In this case. the number will indicate only an appropriate grade level of

the unit.

Part 2 begins with the classification of "content"  Section A! and "skflls"

In Part I, four program characteristfcs provfde important information regard-

ing the development and imp]ementation of the program. A check mark � fn

front of a program character~stic indicates the presence of the characteristic.

Field tests of units, actfvities, and assessment items provide information for

revision and baselfne data regardfng student learning. If a decfsion is made

to adopt a program fn its enti rety, the avai lability of inservice trainfng for

teachers fs a cri tical factor for implementing the units effectively.
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 Section 8! to be learned by the student. Both content and skills are basic

components of well-stated instructional or behavioral objectives. If objec-

tives or lists of concepts or skills are not stated then the content and skills

are inferred by the reviewer from instructional activities. Sometimes, objec-

tives are stated but the unit contains some activities which are not directly

related to the objectives. If this is the case, then both "stated" and "inferred"

descriptions are checked. The lists of concepts and skills in both these sections

are typical of those present in well-developed elementary science programs.

"Teacher material characteristics" are described in the Section C, in Part

2. A few corwents must be made, at the outset, regarding the importance of

wel 'I-devel oped teacher materials. Nany elementary teachers are not we'I 1-pre-

pared to teach science. Furthermore, marine/aquatic content is not usually

included in science methods courses in pre-service teacher education programs.

Thus, teacher materials which possess a larger proportion of the characteristics

listed are often deemed more desirable since they provide the kind of information

and inservice " training" whi ch facilitates more effective implementation of the

units. The specificity and structure of the materials play an important role,

especially if the goal of the units is to enhance student learning. Instructional

research, development, and evaluation support findings, for example, that clear

statements of instructional or behavioral objectives enhance student learning.

The classification of "instructional objectives" into types  i.e., awareness,

learning, affect! provides information which forms the context for users of

this report to evaluate the materials. For example, if "learning" is the

underlying purpose of the unit, then the first eight teacher material character-

istics are critical instructional qualities which assi st the teacher in enhancing
student learning. The presence of a "student 'reaming performance criterion"

 e.g., 80% correct answers on a post test! provides some mechanism for judging
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the adequacy of the learning and, consequently, the effectiveness of the instruc-

tional materials. "Teacher background information," "glossary of terms and con-

cepts," " lesson preparation information," "explicit lesson plans," and "class-

room management information," provided in the teacher's guide, bridge the gap

between the frequent lack of teacher training in science and enhance the likeli-

hood of higher quality marine education instruction for students.

"Methods for integrating  marine/aquatic! content with other subject areas,"

such as language arts, social studies, art, etc., encourage teachers to treat

marine education as an interdisciplinary endeavor. Such an interdisciplinary

approach emphasizes rel ationships between people and their marine/aquati c

environment and facilitates the development of positive attitudes toward

marine/aquatic environments and the concern for solving marine/aquatic problems.

"Student materials," another unit component, includes four basic charac-

teristics. First, the direct statement of "objectives" in student materials

assures that the objectives are communicated to the learner. 'Appropriate reading

level" 'is a critical characteristic particularly if much of the information is

pr esented to the student in prose or text. Estimates of the reading materials

are approximate. More specific reading levels can be determined by applying

the Fry or other readabi lity formulas  see Appendix E!, Finally, the presence

or absence of "activity lab sheets" providessome information about the nature of

the unit and of the learning activities involved. "Attractiveness" is a charac-

teristic which requires subjective judgement; however, this is a category which

acknowledges especially well-produced ~nstructional materials.

The amount and cost of "equipment and materials" needed for elementary

science instruction may be limiting factors because few elementary classrooms

contain adequate science equipment. Teachers and administrators are more likely
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to be hesitant about selecting and implementing science programs or units

which require large investments of money f' or highly specialized equipment.

The descriptions of characteristics in this section will provide the user with

information to make decisions based on f'inancial considerations.

The avaiiability of well-constructed and pilot-tested "assessment materials"

 Section F! are of major importance if student learning is the goal of' the marine

education program. The items in this section are of three types. The first

three items in the list identify the presence of actual instruments. "Unit

effectiveness questionnaires" are often included with instructional materials

which are being field-tested or re-evaiuated for revision purposes. These

questionnaires usually include questions which allow teachers to provide feed-

back to the developers regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the unit.

"Written tests" should assess student learning stated in the objectives and are

indispensable if learning is a goal. "Student attitude questionnaires" are an

important consideration if the development of positive student affect is a

purpose of the uni t or program. Usually, the latter two types of instruments

are administered to obtain individual student responses so that each student' s

learning or attitude is evaluated in light of the goal s and objectives of the
program or unit.

The second set of items i n the assessment section includes 1 ess structured
and less objective methods for determining student awareness, learning and/or
affect. "Large group discussion", "small group discussion/demonstration", and
"individual projects/performance" evaluation approaches allow the teacher to
make general assessments. It is difficult, however, for anyone to make infer-
ences about individual student learning when a large group discussion assess-
ment approach is used.
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The last two ~tems in this section are of a miscellaneous nature. "Sugges-

tions in the teacher's guide re fers to the preceding three items and 1nd1cates

whether methods for conducting less formal assessments are suggested. For

ex~pie suggestions for assess1ng student learning may include some discussion

questions to be asked by the teacher during a class discussion. The last item

i«»s section may seem absurd initially. However, these reviewers have seen

enough assessment instruments and approaches which were not accompanied by "answers

or evaluation criteria." Moreover, if the assessment items or questions are

ambiguous  many often are! the correct answer is not easily discernible.

The appropr1ateness of the assessment depends on the purpose of the assess-

ment. If the assessment of general awareness is the purpose of the assessment

then the large or small group discussion approach may be appropriate. If the

learning or affect of each student is the primary focus, then measures such as

tests and questionnaires may be utilized.

The pr1or sections of Part 2 describe what is to be learned  content,

skills!, what teachers should know and do to teach  teacher materials!, what

students work with in the learning process  student materials, equipment! and

what students have learned  assessment materials!. Section G, "instructional

modes," however, addresses how students are to learn. No single group of

instructional modes is inherently better than another. A variety of instructional

modes is an important consideration. The appropriateness of the mode for teach-

ing particular types of obgectives or students in particular grade levels is

a'iso an important consideration. In this rev1ew, however, only variety can be

inferred from the information provided, The appropriateness of the instructional

mode was not determined by the reviewers. The evaluation of the instructional

modes utilized in the unit is based on the discretion of the user of thi s review.
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Much of the discretion is based on the value judgements of the user. If for

example "hands-on" actfvity and scientific inqufry are valued, then the userexamp e,

wf ll probably search for f nstructfona'1 approaches whi ch include activity-

ol fented modes   f .e., the last five instructf anal modes in the 1 f st. ! On the

other hand, if the user values the acquisition of marine/aquatic-related informa-

tion, then instruction which utilizes the first sfx modes will probably take

more priority. The fnstructional modes are described in this sectfon so that

the user wfll have specific information for evaluatfon and decisfon-making.

The social context of the learning experience can be inferred from the

instructional mode. For example, the first four modes imply a large group or
whole class context. The next two modes, "quiet reading" and "wrftten seatwork,"
fmply an fndfvidual student context while "simulation games" almost always occur
fn a small group context. The remainfng modes may occur in varfable contexts.
Again, the desf rabf lity of one social context over others depends on the values
and goals of the user.

Finally, Sectfon H describes critfcal relationships among instructional
objectives, instruction, and assessment. Objectives serve several important
functfons fn an instructional unit. They embody the content and skills to be
 a! taught by the teacher and  b! learned by the student. The degree of the
relationship between the objectives and instructfonal content and skills can be
thought of as instructional ~validit while the relationship between the objectives
and assessment items represents cont'ent test ~vaiidit . Thus. the match between
the obje to jectfves and fnstruction and assessment is one important indicator of
valid, well-designed and developed fnstructional uni ts.
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PART III: REVIEWS OF PROJECT UNITS

mat«ia» of ten elementary marine education projects were obtained in

the search plocess and were reviewed. The ten projects are listed below:

Alaska Sea Week Curriculum Series  K-6!
University of Alaska Sea Grant College

~ ~ Coastal/Oceanic Awareness Studies  Project COAST!  K-6+!
University of Delaware Sea Grant College

3- Environmental Education Program  K-6!
Martin County Public Schools, FIorida

4 ~ Ma ri ne Sc i ence  I -6!
Marine Science Center, Duval County, Florida

5. Northern New Eng'fand Marine Education Project  NNKP!  K-6!
University of Maine Sea Grant College

6. Ocean In Your Classrooom  K-6!
Falmouth Schools/Massachusetts Extension Service

7 . Ocean Related Curricular Activities  ORCA!�-6!
Pacific Science Center, Seattle, Washington

8. Project CAPE  Coastal Awareness in Public Education!  <-6!
Dare County Public Schools, I orth Carolina

9. Sensing the Sea  K-3!
Virginia Institute of Marine Science/
The College of' William and Mary

10 . LET Basics Program  K-6!
Falmouth Public Schools/Hasschusetts Extension Service

The credentials of the reviewers are presented in their vitae  see Appendix
D!.

The reviews of the project units comprise the bulk of part III. In order to

facilitate the location of particular project reviews, tabs have been placed on
each set of reviews and numbered to correspond with the above list.
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:~8PROGRAM: AIASKA SEA WEEK CURHICULUN SERIES

ORGANIZATION: Alaska Sea Grant Pr am  with Juneau teachers S. ter !

ADDRESS: Univer sity of Alaska

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701 Phone:  907! 479-76 1

GRADE LEVELS K-6 ACTIVITIESTYPE: PROGRAM X INFUSION UNIl'S

MATERIALS:
K Discovery

1 Sea Animals

2 Shells

3 Glacial and. Intertidal Ecology

4 Birds

5 Fish

6 Nan's Influence on the Sea

COST; There materials are only available in State at present. Revisions are planned
for 1982 and copies will then be available on a cost basis.

l. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

project
~ ~~m information

Program goals and objectives

Q Field-tested units and activities  state-w'de!

Inservice training for teachers

unded: 1'C'AA
Sea Grant

tate Dept.
U.S. Dept. o" Ccrxnerce

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

5 6 A. Content   dstated /inferred!I 2 3 4

~ ~ ~ 0 ~

0 ~ 0 I ~

0 0 0 ~ 0

0 0 0 0 0

~ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

I 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~

0 0 0 0 0

00000

~ 0

~ 0

0 0

0 0

I 0

0 0

~ ~

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

or gani sms, li f e cyc 1 es

habitats, environmental factors, adaptation

conmuni ti es

ecosystems  concepts, relationshi ps!
water ProPerties, tides
marine/aquatic geology, geography
interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments

ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

rivers/swamps

lakes/ponds

glaciers
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8. Skills   v'stated /inferred!

observing  all senses!
identifying, classifying
measuring, quantifying
questioning, hypothesizing
inferring, analyzing, interpr eting
sunInarizing. concluding

designing experiment, controlling variables
describing, communicating
ma ni pu 1 a tf ng
cooperating in groups
comparing

C. Teacher Material Charac ter i st i cs

instructional objectives: awareness, t~earnin, affect
student learning performance cr iter ion
teacher background information

glossary of terms/concepts
student prerequisites

lesson preparation information
5 6 2,4 1lesson plans:

highly mp icit

classroom management information
references to cereunity/other resources
follow-up/enrichment activities

methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students

~ v ~

Ks3
I

highly explicit

D. Student Material Characteristics

objectives

information: prose, pictorial
reading level appropriate

activity/lab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separatel
attractive
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E. E ui ent/Materials

home-made

locally obtainable

specialized, must be ordered

live organisms

packaged kits with program

F. Assessment Naterials and Characteristics

unit effectiveness questionnaires

written tests: pretest, posttest

student attitude questionnaires

large group discussion

small group discussion/demonstration
individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide
answers or evaluation cri teria

G. Instructional Nodes

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simulation games

other instructional games

field experiences  pre-planned/to be lanned b teacher!
student ro ects
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H. Relationshi s Amon instructional Ob'ectives Instruction
and Assessment

The instructional objectives and the unit components
below can be described as:

not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat related
4 highly related

K I 2 3 4 5 6

content/skills of the instruction

assessment items

cO/$ENT$:

K-1 Excellent teacher materials. Teachers are explicitly told what to
. discuss and not simply to discuss.

2 Too much emphasis on scientific terms?

3 Activities too complex for third graders?
i.e., glaciers

4 Confusing organization of activities.
reading, field trip approach

Unclear relationship or transition between activities,
i,e., transect � land use

6 Confusing relationship between lessons and student materials
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PROGRAM: COASTAL OCEANIC AWFU'KSS ST jDIES  Pro ect COAST DATE: 197 I-

ORGANI ZAT ION: Marine Wvtrorrnent Curric. Study/Population environment Curric. Study

ADDRESS: Willard Hall, Mucation Bldg.
University of Delaware

GRADE LEVELS: K-12 TYPE.'

MATERIALS:
K Animals with Shells  ¹101!  see col. K! $ . 50

1-3 Dunes At Play  ¹107!  see col. 1! $1.85
3-5 Not So Ccmrnon Oyster  ¹109!  see col. 3! $1.70
4-7 ~mal Behavior ~ Snail Responses  ¹113!  see col. 4! $ .50
3-6 Rorseshoe Grab  ¹111!  see col. 5! $1.. 10
~ Utilization of Estuarine Qrganisms by Indians  ¹210!  see col. 6a! $11.7'
6-8 Bay Ehne Transect at Cape Henlopen St. Pk.  ¹216!  see col. 6b! $ .50

COST: variable- Write to Project Coast for a complete listing of units and prices

1. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Project .
Rrwyem information

Program goals and objectives

Fi eld-tested uni ts and activi ties

Inservice training for teachers

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

Content   v stated j/ inferred!-K 1 2 3 4 5 6a-8! A.

~ 0 G ~

0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 G

0 0 0 0

0 G 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 G 0

0 0 0 0

0 I 0 ~

~ ~ 0 0

0 0 0

0 ~ 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 ~

0 0 0 I

0 0 ~

0 0 0

0 0 0

P RGGRAM X INFUS I ON UNITS X ACTIVITIES

organisms, life cycles

habitats, environmental factors, adaptation

communities

ecosystems  concepts, relationships!
water properties

marine/aquatic geology, geography
interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments

ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

rivers/swamps

lakes/ponds
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PROJECT COAST

Skills   t/stated Jinferred!5a R 8,3K

hi ghly explicit

0

0.

0

0

0

0

observing  all senses!
identifying, classifying

measuring, quantifying

questioning, hypothesizing

inferring, analyzing, interpreting

sunInarizing, concluding

designing experiment, controlling variables

describing, comnunicating

mani pu1 a ting

cooperating in groups
read ski.lls

Teacher Naterial Characteristics

K 3 allinstructional objectives: awal eness, ~learnin, astect
student learning performance cri terion
teacher background information

glossary of terms/concepts
student prerequisi tes

lesson preparation information
lesson plans K 61'- 1, 5, 61

highly >mp c>t

classroom management information

references to caenunity/other resources
fol 1 ow-up/enri chment acti v i ti es

methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students

D. Student Material Characteristics
objectives

information: prose, pictorial
reading level appropriate
activity/lab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separat'b!
attractive

activit se1f-mana ement information
seU'-tests
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6a 6bE. E ui ent/Materials

0 0

~ 0

home-made

locally obtainable

specialized, must be ordered
live organisms

packaged kits with program

G. Instructional Modes

0 ~

~ ~

0

0

~ i

0

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I 0 I 0 0 0 0
a

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F. Assessment Materials and Character istics

unit effectiveness questionnaires

written tests: pretest, posttest

student attitude questionnaires

large group discussion
small group discussion/demonstration
individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide
answers or evaluation criteria

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simulation games

other instructional games

field experiences  pre-planned/to be planned by teacher!
dramatics sto -te11
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PROJZCT COAST

H, ge]ationshi s Amon Instructional Objectives Instructioi
and Assessment

The instructiona'1 objectives and the uni t components
below can be described as:

I not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat related
4 highly related

3 4 5 6a 6bK 1 2

25 4 4 4 3» content/skills of the instruction

l 4 4 assessment items

1.5

l 4

COFSENT5:

Written tests are in open-ended cuestion format; suhjectivi zing
scoring

No use of horseshoe crab specimens; students researci' crab information
in library books

Good unit! Nice slides! Good model for teacher background informatiaa
Non cultural, ecological and historical perspectives of coastal ar as.o explicit instructions on how to make the various projects.areas.

6b "Eff ectiveness ie highly dependent on the teacher's knowledge. Instruc-
tional proceduree lack detail for the inexperienced teacher. Transectof vegetation only. Activities appropriate for sand dunes in general.
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PROGRAM: ~0N'~~ ZPuCZWOW mCa~

ORGANIZATION Martin County pchooIs Envtrorxnenta1 Education Center

29O~ NE ~i~ River DriveADDRESS:

Jensen Beach Florida 4

ACTIVITIESINfUSION UNITSK-6 TYPE X PROGRAMGRADE LEVELS:

NATER I ALS:
K through grade 6 teachers' guides

&ogre' inf ordination book1et

COST: Write for current prices.

1. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Funded- EBEN. itle IIIProgram information

Program goals and objectives

~ Field-tested units and activities
Inser vice training for teachers

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

5 6 A. Content   d stated v' inferred!-K 1 2 3

~ ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ 0

0 0 0 ~

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 ~

0 0 0 0

oooo

0000

0 ~ ~ ~

Oa 00

0 0 0

~ I 0

~ 0 0

~ ~ 0

0 ~ 0

~ 0 ~

0 0 0

0 0 ~

0 0 0

~ ~ ~

~ I ~

0 0 0

organisms, life cycles

habi tats, environmental factors, adaptation

comnuni ties, food cobweb

ecosystems  concepts, relationshi ps!
water properties

marine/aquati c geology, geography
interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments
ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes/e"assflatsfmangr ave ccxmurdty
ri vers/swamps

lakes/ponds
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PRMMf

Skills   v'stated v inferred!

observing  all senses!
identifying, classifying
measuring, quantifying
questioning, hypothesizing
inferring, analyzing, interpreting
suamarizing, conc'luding

designing experiment, controlling variables
describing, communicating

mani pulating

cooperating in groups

B,K

Teacher Material Characteri sties

K l-6
instructional objectives: awareness, learning, affect
student learning performance criterion

teacher background information

glossary of terms/concepts

student prerequisites

lesson preparation information

lesson plans:
highly gamp lc t

c'lassroom management information

references to comaunity/other resources
follow-up/enrichment activities

methods for integrating content wi th other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students
environmental studies centex activity ylans

I

0.

I ,!, 5

highly exp1icit

Student Material Characteristics

objectives

1nfonaatfon: prose, ~1ctoria1
reading level appropriate

activity/lab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separat I
attractive
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

K 1 2 E. E ui ent/Materials

~ ~ ~

~ ~ I

0 0 0

~ ~ ~

0 0 0

~ 0

~ 0

0 0

I ~

0 0

G. Instructional Nodes

~ ~ ~ ~ 0;

0 0 0 ~ 0

~ ~ ~ I ~

/to be planned by teacher!

0 0 0 0 0

~ ~ ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

~ ~ ~ ~ 0

f ~ I I ~

0 0 0 0 0'-

~ ~ I ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

0 0 0 ~ 0

0 0 0 0 0

~ I ~ ~ ~

I ~ ~ ~ ~

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

000 00

0 0 0 0 0 0

home-made

local ly obtainable
specialized, must be ordered from E.S. center
live organisms  provided at E.S. oenter!
packaged kits with program

F. Assessment Materials and Characteristics

uni t ef feet i veness ques ti onnai res

written tests: pretest, ~osttest  tan* means of previous
student samples are given!

student attitude questionnaires

large group discussion

small group discussion/demonstration
individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide
answers or evaluation criteria

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation  at E.S. center!
simulation games

other instructional games

field experiences   1 ed
 conduoted at E.S'
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KNV?RONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

H. Relatfonshf s Amon Instructfonal Ob ectives Instructfi

and Assessment

The fnstructfonal objectives and the unit components
below can be described as:

I not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat related
4 highly related

K 1 2 3 4 5 6

content/skills of the instruction

assessment items4 4 4

PROGRAM: Excellent specif ication of adoption procedures
Laudable effort to assess learning stated in the objectives in light

of specified criterion and based on field-test data.
Well-specified environmental studies center activities
Some test items are not content valid and are awkwardly written.

The lower-than-hoped-for performance of students may in part be
due to the items and not the instruction.

Graseflat habitat inconsistently used. What not community?
No guidelines for E.S. center follow-up discussions. No self-eval-
uation tests.

Hfbat does the teacher do in unit II? Instructi,onal activities are
vague  discussion/quiet reading??! More explicit lesson plans needed
to implement unit. 40 item test seem difficult .
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DATE: ?PROGRAM: ~NE SCIENCE

ORGANIZATION: ~e Science Center  Duval County!

ADDRESS: 1347 pa&er Street

Mayport, Flor ida 32233

ACTIVITIESINFUSION UNITSTYPE: P ROGRAM

MATERIALS -'

~inc Science, teachers' guides  graders 1-4!
Narine Science Fducation Center Guidebook, grade 5  revised 1975!

" >arine Science, teacher's guide  grade 5!
" Narine Nessages
+ Student Data Book

" Not reviewed

COST: fl. 00 each grade level unit

1. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Program information

Program goals and objectives

Field-tested units and activities

Inservice training for teachers

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

3 $ 5 6 A. Content   stated +inferred!

0 ~ ~

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 ~

0 0 0

000

0 0 0

0 0.0

000

~ 0 0 0

~ 0 ~ 0

~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 ~ 0

0 ~ ~ 0

0 ~ ~ 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

organisms, life cycles

habitats, environmental factors, adaptation, food chain
coaluni ti es

ecosystems  concepts, relationships!
water proper ties

marine/aquati c geology. geography, oceanography
interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments
ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

rivers/swamps

lakes/ponds
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MARINE SCIENCE

highly explicit

0

0 0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

8. Skills   stated +inferred!

observing  all senses!
identifying, classifying
measuring, quantifying
questioning, hypothesizing
inferring, analyzing, interpreting
sunlnari zing, concluding

designing experiment, controlling variabl es
describing, cormnunicating
mani pul a ti ng

cooperating in groups
eczrpar i'

C, Teacher Naterial Character istics

instructional objectives: awar eness ~lear nin a~fe~
student learning performance criterion
teacher background information
glossary of terms/concepts
student prerequisites

lesson preparation information
lesson plans:

highly mp ic~t
classroom management information

references to cormaunity/other resources
fol 1 ow-up/enrichment acti vi ti es
methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students
etatemente oi' content generalizations

D. Student' Material Characteristics
objectives

information: prose. ~ictoriai
reading level appropriate

activity/lab sheets  in teacher's uide purchase separatei>I
attractive



MARINE SCIENCE

E. E ui ent/Materials

home-made

locally obtainable

specialized, must be ordered

live organisms

packaged kits with program   supplied by center!

F. Assessment Materials and Characteristics

unit effectiveness questionnaires

written tests: pretest, posttest

student attitude questionnaires

large group discussion

small group discussion/demonstration

individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide

answers or evaluation criteria

G. Instructional Nodes

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simulation games

other instructional games

field experiences  ~~+gg~l/to be lanned b teacher!



MARINE SCIENCE

H. Relationshi s Amon Instructional Objectives, Instruction
and Assessment

The instructional objectives and the unit components
below can be described as:

1 not related
vaguely related

3 somewhat related
4 highly related

K l 2 3 4 5 6

content/skills of the instruction

3 3 3 ~ ~ assessment items

~ No clear objectives stated, orQy generalizations and topics of content
C0%IEN75:

l l!Aqr "weird" fish?

Quick treatment of co~tent

Highly information oriented. Most activities involve student
reports.

Classroom activities more integrated with center activities
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8

shire Sea GrantMewORGANIZAT!DN: Univ. of e Co l

ADDRESS: Shibles Hall, College of Eiucation
University of Maine at Orono

ACTIVITIESPROGRAM ~ INFUSION UNITSTYPE:GRADE LEVELS: KA

MATERIALS: Teachers > Guides

K Clams and Other Critters

~ K-l Marine Art

2 'Ihe Aquarium

3 The Beaver

4 The Lobster
+Not reviewed

0-6 Have You Been to the Shore
Before?  see col. 0!

COST: Write for information and current prices

1. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

P rogram information

Program goa1s and objectives

Fi el d- tes ted Uni ts and ac ti v i ti es

Funded: Sea Grant

Inser vice training for teachers

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

Content  +stated v'Inferred!1 2 3 4 5 6 A.

organisms, life cycles

habi tats, environmental factors, adaptation

conmunities

ecosystems  concepts, relationships!
water properties

marine/aquatic geology, geography
interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments
ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

r ivers/swamps

lakes/ponds

~ 0 ~

~ 0 ~

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

I 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

~ 0-6 Wha.le Multi-Disciplinary Studies

6 Our Heritage of Ships

7 Ships, Shipping, Waterless

8 Coastal Indians of New &gland
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NNMKP

B. Skil 1 s   sta ted inf erred!

observing  all senses!

identifying, classifying

measuring, quantifying

questioning, hypothesizing
inferring, analyzing, interpreti ng
suaIaarizing. concluding

designing experiment, controlling variables
describing, communicating

mani pu1 a ting

cooperating in groups

C. Teacher Material Characteristics

instructional objectives: awareness, learning, affect
student learning performance criterion

teacher background information

glossary of terms/concepts
student prerequisites

lesson preparation information

lesson plans: > 4
highly mp 1clt

classroom management information
references to coamIunity/other resources
follow-up/enrichment activities

methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students

highly explicit
0

0 0
0 0
0

D. Student Material Characteristics

objectives

information: prose, pictorial
reading level appropriate

activity/lab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separate1>'
attractive
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E. E ui ent/Materia'ls

home-made

locally obtainable

specialized, must be ordered
live organisms

packaged kits with program

F. Assesstnent Materials and Characteristics

uni t effectiveness questionnaires

written tests: pretest, posttest

student attitude questionnaires

1 ar ge group discussion
small group discussion/demonstration
individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide
answers or evaluation criteria

G. Instructional Modes

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students
written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simulation games

other instructional games
field experiences  pre-planned/to be lanned b teacher!
e es ive vem
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H. Reiationshi s Amon Instructional Ob ectives, Instruction
and Assessment

The instructiona I objectives and the unit components
below can be described as:

I not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat related
4 highly related

K I 2 3 4 S 6

content/skills of the instruction

assessment items

3

~The relationship cannot be determined due to the lack of stated objectives
COPSEN75;

K Excellent resources for field trips. Good model for "wha+ to look for on the
shore." Lacks explicit details for carryi~ out the activities.
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PROGRAM: ~ IN 'fatjR CLASSRZm

ORGANIZATION: p

ADDRESS: Ca e Cod Extension pffi

Rai1road Ave Barnstable

ACTIVITIESGRADE LEVELS: K-6 TypE PROGRAM ~ INFL}SION UNITS
MATERIALS: Teachers' Guides

K-3 Part I Introduction  see col. K!

Part IZ Setting Up  not available for «view!
K-6 Part III Activities  see col. 1!

1-6 Part IV Beach Catching  see col. 2!

1-6 Beach Ccmber Study Guide  see col. 3!

COST: Write for informtion regarding the current availabi1ity of the units

1. PROGRAM CHARACTER I STI CS

Program information
Prospect
~H goals and objectives
Field-tested units and activities

Inservice training for teachers

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

Content   J stated g inferred!l  1 2 3 4 5 6 A.

~ ~ ~

~ 0 ~

0 0 0

0 0 0

~ 0 0

0 0 0

O00

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

~ 0 0 0

~ 0 0 0

~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 G

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 G

0 0 0 0

organisms, life cycles
habi tats, environmental factors adaptation
communities

ecosystems  concepts, relationships!
water properties

marine/aquatic geology. geogr diphy
interacti on of people wi th mar i ge/aquati c environments
ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/sa'It marshes

river s/swamps

lakes/ponds
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OCEAN IN YOUR CLASSROCN

8. Skills  y stated Jrnferred!

observing  al 1 senses!

identi fying, cl assi fying

measuring, quantifying

questioning. hypothesizing

inferring, ana'lyzing, interpreting

sumrarizing, concluding

designing experiment, controlling variables

describing, communicating

mani pul ating

cooperating in groups

C. Teacher Material Characteristics

instructiona1 objectives; awareness, 1~earnin, affect
student learning perfonnance criterion

teacher background information

glossary of terms/concepts

student prerequisi tes

lesson preparation information

lesson plans: 1~2
highly imp scat

classroom management information

references to comunity/other resources

follow-up/enrichment activities

methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students

hi ghly explicit

D. Student Hater ial Characteristics

0 0
0 0
0

0

objectives

information: prose, pictorial
reading level appropriate

activity/lab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase sep ra>>~
attractive
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OCEAN ZN YOUR CLASSRQCK

E. E ui ent/Materials

home-made

locally obtainabl e

specialized, must be ordered

live organisms

packaged kits with program

F. Assessment Materials and Characteristics

unit effectiveness questionnaires

wr itten tests: pretest, posttest

student attitude questionnaires

large group discussion

small group discussion/demonstration
individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide

answers or evaluation criteria

G. instructional Modes

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simulation games

other instructional games

field experiences  pre-planned/to be planned by teacher!
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OCEAN IÃ YOUR c~~

H, Relationshi s Amon Instructional Objectives, Instruct fat
and Assessment

The fnstructfonal objectfves and the unit components
below can be descrfbed as:

not related
2 vaguely re'Iated
3 somewhat rel ated
4 highly related

K 1 2 3 4 5 6

content/skf1ls of the instruction

assessment items

'Ihe relationships cannot be determined due to the lack of stated objectives,
CONEN75:

Sample script of classroan discussion provided. This is helpful for the
teacher who has not taught the unit before.

Nmy ."tstenents about what to do with the organisms but the inexperienced
teacher auld probably not know how to do then.
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PROGRAM:

ORGANIZATION: acific Science Center   Sea Grant ~inc Mgcation Pro ec

AODRESS' .200 SecoM A

Seat tie, Was~en 98109 Phorje �06 62

GRADE LEVELS: 3-6 APE. PRPGRAM X INFUSION UNITS ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS: Teacher's Guides and Student materials

~fe Cycle of the Salmon  see col. 3!

~ Tide, raw Tide
4-5 Water Birds  see col. 5!

"4-6 Whales

" Not available far review

COST: $5. 00 each unit.

j.. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Program information

Program goals and objectives

Field-tested units and activities

Inservice training for teachers

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

I 2 3 4 5 6 A. Content  +stated inferred!

0 0 0 ~ 0 ~

0 0 0 ~ 0 ~

0 0 0 0 0 ~

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

organisms, life cycles

habitats, environmental factors, adaptation
comlnunities

ecosystems  concepts, relationships!
water properties

marine/aquatic geology, geography
interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments
ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

rivers/swamps

lakes/ponds
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hi ghly explicit

K

0

0

0

0

0 0
0 0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0
0

0

0

0

0 0

2

0

0

0

0

0 0
0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

4

0

0

0

0

0 0
0 0
0

0

0

5

I

0

0

0

0

0 0

6

0 0
0

0

0 0
0

0

0 0
0

8. Skills  ~stated v'>nferredj

observing  all senses!
identifying, classifying

measuring, quantifying

questioning, hypothesizing

inferring, analyzing, interpreting
suamarizfng, concluding

designing experiment, controlling variables
describing, caaeunicating
manipulating

cooperating in groups

C. Teacher Naterial Characteristics

instroctionai objectives: awareness. 1~earnin , affect
student learning performance cr i terion
teacher background information
glossary of terms/concepts
student prerequisites

lesson preparation information
lesson plans:

highly mp ~cit
classroom management information
references to comnunity/other resources
follow-up/enrichment acti vi ties
methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students

D. Student Haterial Characteristics
objectives

information: prose, pictorial
reading level appropriate  read~ levels GI'e epee~<<~
activity/lab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separa>1P
attractive
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K 12 3456 E- E ui ent/Materials

00000 I 0

000 ~ 0 ~ 0

0000000

0 000000

0000000

G. Instructional Nodes

0000000

0 0000 ~ 0

0000000

0000000

0000000

0000000

0000000

000000.0

0 00 ~ 0 I 0

0000000

0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 0

0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 0

0 00 ~ 0 I 0

0 00 ~ 0 I 0

0 00 ~ 0 I 0

0000000

000 ~ 0 ~ 0

0 00IG ~ 0

0 000000

0 000000

0 00 0000

0 000000

home-made

locally obtainable
specialized, must be ordered
live organisms

packaged kits with program

F. Assessment Materials and Characteristics

unit effectiveness qUestionnaires
written tests: pretest, posttest

student atti tude ques tionnaires
large group discussion
small group discussion/demonstration
individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide
answers or evaluation criteria

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimenta tip'

simul ation games

other instructional games

field experiences  pre-p]armed/to be planned by teacher!
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GRCA

H. Relationshi s Amon Instructional Objectives Instructs>
and Assessment

The instructional objectives and the unit canponents
below can be described as:

l not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat related
4 highly related

K I 2 3 4 5 6

content/skills of the instruction

assessment f tems

CONENT5:

Excellent student mater~mls. Graphics are wellMone.

Good integration of resources M unit. Al' activities are inter-
disciplinary yet enphasize science content. Suppl ementary
resources are s~ested for field experiences.
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PROGRAM: PROJECT CAPE TEACHING IIODULES

ORGANI ZATION: Dare County Public Schools

ADORESS P.O. Box 640
Phnteo, Ncz'th Carolina 27954

GRADE I EVELS: K-6 ACTI V ITI ES

Teachers' guides and student materials

K-2 Water World Creatures  see col. l!

K-2 A Sea Creature ~iasury  see col. 2!

5-6 Navi~tion  see col. 5!

MATERIALS:

COST: Because the project is still in develapnent, wr ite for further
lnf ormat ion.

1. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Program i nf ormation
rogect

goals and objectives

Field-tested units and activities

Furded: ESEA Title IVC

Inservice training for teachers

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

5 6 A. Content   ystated Pinferred!1 2 3 4

0 ~ ~ 0 0

0 ~ I 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

~ 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

TYPE. PROGRAM X INFUSION UNITS

organisms, life cycles
habitats, environmental factors, adaptation

comunities

ecosystsas  concepts, relationships!
water properties

marine/aquatic geology, geography
interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments
ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

rivers/swamps

lakes/ponds
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8. Skills  /stated v'inferred!

observing  all senses!
identifying, classifyin9
measuring, quantifying
questioning, hypothesizing
inferring, analyzing, interpreti ng
suJmmarizing, concluding

designing experiment, controlling variables
describing, communicating
manipulating

cooperating in groups0 ~

0 0

C. Teacher Material Characteristics

instructional objectives: awareness, learning, affect
s tudent 1 earni ng perf ormance cr i ter ion
teacher background information
glossary of terms/concepts
student prerequisites

lesson preparation information

lesson plans: ls2

highly smp crt
classroom management information
references to conmunity/other resources
follow-up/enrichment activities

methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students

hi ghly exp'licit

D. Student Material Characteristics

objectives

information: prose, pictorial
reading level appropriate

activity/1ab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separate>p
attr active
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E. E ui ent/Naterials

home-made

locally obtainable

specialired, must be ordered

live organisms

packaged kits with program

0 ~

F. Asses smen t Na ter i al s and Characteri sti cs

unit effectiveness questionnaires

written tests: pretest, posttest

student attitude questionnaires

large group discussion

small group discussion/demonstration

individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide

answers or evaluation criteria

6. Instructional Nodes

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simu'I ation games

other instructional games

field experiences  pre-planned/to be planned by teacher!
role playfrg activities



H. Relationshi s Amon Instructional Ob 'ectives Instructii
and Assessment

The instructional ob!ectives and the unit components
below can be described as:

1 not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat related
4 highly r elated

K 1 2 3 4 5 6

content/skills of the instruction

assessment items

CONE N75:

Too low-leveled for second m ader s? Good for 1cw aptitute second
graders ~

Mell-planned synthesis activities. Nice instructional games Mith
attractive graphics.

No interaction with Uve marine argarrisrrrsunless students take
field trip to science center.

Unclear distinction between instructional obgectives snd student
learning outccmes.

Lessons include many interdisciplinsry activIties. The focus sexes
to be on the activities arxi less on marine content.
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DATE: 1979

ORGANIZATION: Vir inia Institute of Narine Sci./ 'Ihe College of William ard Nary

ADDRESS; Gloucester. Point, Virginia 23062

ACTIVITIESP ROGRAM x INFUSION UNITSTYPE:GRADE LEVELS: K-3

MAT'TRIALS:
K-I Teacher's Guide  see col. 1! �2-13 periods!

2-3 Teacher's Guide  see col. 3! �0-23 pericds!

42.00 per unitCOST:

1. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

Uses ESS, SAPA, SCIS approachesProgram information

Program goals and objectives

Fi eld-tested units and activities

Inservice training for teachers

Z. UNIT CMARACTERIST!CS

6 A. Content   stated t inferred!I 2 3 4 5

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

organisms, life cycles

habitats, environmental factors, adaptation

coamunities

ecosystems  concepts, relationships!
water properties

marine/aquatic geology, geography
interaction of people with marine/aquatic environments
ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

rivers/swamps

fakes/ponds
basic concepts; colar, shape, size, rober, sounds,

texture
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SENSING THE SEA

8. Skills   /stated inferred!

observing  all senses!
identifying, classifying
measuring, quantifying

questioning, hypothesizing
inferring, analyzing, interpreting
sumarizing, concluding

designing experiment, controlling variables
describing, comunicating
manipulating

cooperating in groups

follcj d.sections

C. Teacher Material Characteristics

instructional objectives: awareness, l~earnin, affect
student learning performance criterion
teacher background information

glossary of terms/concepts
student prerequisites

lesson preparation information

lesson plans: 1 3
highly 1mp reit

classroom management information
references to comnunity/other resources
follow-up/enrichment activities

methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students

highly explicit

D. Student Material Characteristics

objectives

information: prose, pictorial
reading level appropriate

activity/1ab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separately!
attractive
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3 4 5 6 E. E ui ent/Materia'IsK 1 2

home-made

locally obtainable

specialized, must be ordered

live organisms

packaged kits with program

0 ~ 0 I 0 0 G

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

G. Instructional Modes

drill actIvities

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 I 0 0 0

0 I 0 I 0 0 0

0 I 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 I 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 I 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 G

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F. Assessment Materials and Character istics

unit effectiveness questionnaires

written tests: pretest. posttest

student attitude questionnaires

large group discussion

small group discussion/demonstration

individual projects/performance

suggestions in the teacher's guide

answers or evaluation criteria

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

teacher/student discussion

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simulation games

other instructional games, learn~ center activities

field experiences  pre-planned/to be planned by teacher!
attitude awsreness activities
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and Assessment

K 1 2 3

CONEHTS:

4

4 4

H. Relationshi s Amon Instructional Objectives Instruction

The instructional objectives and the unit components
below can be described as:

I not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat related
4 highly related

content/skills of the instruction

assessment items

Instructional plans Include specific teacher questions to ask
students during discussion. 'Ihe teacher sets up the aquar Ium
;.5th students, not before class. Gocd use of marine content to
develop inquiry ski'ls and basic concepts.

Well-developed activities; attitude awareness activities ard "drill"
activities are also Included.
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DATE: lg80-PROGRAN: MFZ BASICS PRCGFVÃ

ORGANIZATION. Falmouth Public Schools/4-H program, Cape Cod Extension Service

ADDRESS: Kassachusetts &tension S~ice P. 0-

Falmouth Nasaachusetts 0254]. Phone: 617! 48-7101

GRADE LEVELS'. K-6 TYPE: PROGRAN INFUSION UNITS X ACTIVITIES

MATERIALS:
Program Infozmation  Overview, Approach to Problem Sol~, Mental

Developnent !

Sample Activities Packet  water pr opevties, water ar~eme!
 grades 2-4, see col. 4!

Because the project is still M develoanent, write fol further
~ormat ion.

COST:

PROGRAN CHARACTERI STI CS

i nf orma ti on
'ect

r t
goals and objectives

v' Field-tested units and activities

V' Inservice training for teachers

Funded: ESEA Title IVC

2. UNIT CHARACTERISTICS.

5 6 A. Content   /stated inferred!-K I 2 3 4

0 0 0 0 ~

0 0 0 0 ~

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

organisms, 1ife cycles

habitats, environmental factors, adaptation

comuni ti es

ecosystems  concepts. relationshi ps!
water properties

marine/aquatic geology. geography

interaction of people wi th marine/aquatic environments

ocean fronts/beaches/ sand dunes

estuaries/salt marshes

rivers/swamps

lakes/ponds
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WEZ BASZGS PRQBVH

B. Skills  +stated inferred!

observing  all senses!

identifying, classifying
measuring, quantifying

questioning, hypothesizing
inferring, analyzing, interpreting
sumarizing, concluding

designing experiment, controlling variables
descr ib ing, communi ca ting
mani pu 1 a tf ng

cooperating in groups
f omulat 2ng moctels

C. Teacher Material Characteristics

instructional objectives: awareness, learning, affect
student learning performance criterion
teacher background information
glossary of terms/concepts
student prerequisites

lesson preparation information
lesson plans: 4

highly >mp ic t
classroom management information
references to coevnunity/other resources
follow-up/enrichment activities

methods for integrating content with other subject areas
methods for implementation with special students

~ 1 0

0 0

0 0

0 '0

0 0

highly explicit

D. Student Material Characteristics

objectives

information: prose, pictorial
reading level appropriate

activity/lab sheets  in teacher's guide, purchase separately!
attractive
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K I 2 3 4 5 6

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

G. Instructional Modes

teacher /student di scu ss i on

audio-visual presentation

quiet reading for students

written seatwork

0 0 0 0 0 G 0

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 G 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~ .0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 ~ G 0

G 0 0 0 I 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

home-made

locally obtainable

specialized, must be ordered

live organisms

packaged ki ts wi th program

F. Assessment Materia]s and Characteristics

unit effectiveness questionnaires

"written tests: pretest, posttest

student attitude questionnaires

1 arge group discussion

small group discussion/demonstration

indf vfdual projects/perfomance

suggestions in the teacher ' s guide

"answers or evaluation criteria

"not availabl.e for x eview

teacher lecture, presentation

teacher demonstration

activities with concrete materials

student experimentation

simulation games

other instructional garnes

field experiences  pre-planned/to be planned by teacher!
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WF7 BASICS PROGRAN

H. Relationshi s Amon Instructional Ob'ectives Instruction
and Assessment

Ehe instructional objectives and the unit components
below can be described as:

1 not related
2 vaguely related
3 somewhat related
4 highly related

K 1 2 3 4 5 6

content/skills of the instruction

assessment items

CONTENTS:

Concept of "basic skills" is couched. in a cognitive developnent
perspective ard not in the traditional sense of basic skills.
Program developers intended units to be child-development based
ard to focus on problem so vtng aoproaches.

In the sample unit reviewed, there appeared to be l'ttle relation
or application of the water property concepts and information
developed to the marine or aquatic environment.
Caution: The evaluation of the chaxacteristics of all program
units should not be made of the basis on one sample unit. However,
for review purposes, this reviewer hopes that this unit is
representative of other units. Zt should also be noted that
the sample materials were still in rough draft form. This
program should be considered further and those interested should
obtain more units for review.
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PART IV: REVIE1< SUMMARIES AND FINDINGS

To enhance the utility of this review effort, sutrlnaries of descriptive

information regarding the ten projects will be presented in tabular form.

Findings wi'll be discussed and exemplary components of particular project units

will be noted in the last section of this part of the report.

The focus of this review is one of instructional development and the marine

content of the units was reviewed in light of this perspective. The evaluation

of the accuracy of the marine subject matter or the appropriateness of the selec-

tion of specific content for various activity sequences was not a purpose of the
reviewers and can be better made by individual users and marine specialists.

Again, the purpose of the review is to provide descriptive information, as

objectively as possible, but within the parameters of what is known about needs

and problems regarding elementary science program development, teacher experience,
and student learning.

A. basic Pro 'ect Information

The columns of Table 3 display basic project information regardi ng the grade
levels included in the project, the sources of project development funds, the
completion or copyright date, and the type of project.

Insert Table 3 about here

Of the ten projects reviewed, three development institutions are in the

southeastern region, two are in the middle Atlantic states, three are in New

England and two are in the Pacific northwest. About one-third of the projects
were developed by Sea Grant funds, one-third by federal funds  Title III or
IVC! and one-third by local school district or state funds. One half of the
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projects were directed by university personnel. Four were developed more than

five years ago, and four were developed wfthin the last two years, two of which

are still being developed .

On the basfs of this review, a number of projects which were originally

described as "programs"  refer to Table Z!, were reclassffied as "infusion

units ." Only one of the ten projects, the Environmental Education Program,

could be considered as a "program" as defined in the review format section of

thi s part of the report . Nine of the ten projects yielded infusion units on

related but not hierarchially developed marine/aquatic content.

B. Pro ram Characteristfcs

Descriptive information provided on the f ndfvfdual project revfew sheet   see

yellow pages!, indicated that the Environmental Educatfon Program possessed all

four program characteristics. Other projects which produced infusi on units also

possessed one or more of the four program characterfstics. The respective

characteristics were checked and relabeled as "project" characteristics.

C. Unit Characteristics

Information regarding relevant instructional characteristics of project

unfts will be presented and discussed in the remafnder of thi s section . The sfx

relevant characteristics categories include the content/skill focus, teacher

materials, student materials , the objectives-instruction relationship,

assessment materfals and characteristics, and field experiences . Agafn, ft

should be noted that information concerning "Project CAPE" and "WET Basics

Program" is based on a limfted sample of project units.

Descrfptions of the content/skfll focus of the projects comprise several

speciffc types . There are three kinds of content foci . A "marine information"

focus emphasizes the recall of specftfc marine content   e.g ., identifying and
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remembering information about marine organisms!. A second type o f
ype of content

focus involves "ecology concepts." The Environmental Education pro
rogram, for

example, was developed around a hierarchy of ecological concepts. That fs
concepts regarding organisms, adaptations, habitats, environmental factors
coo+unities, and ecosystems are the focus of the learning, Specific fnformatf on
is secondary in emphasis and is used in examples or to elaborate the concepts
befng developed. The third type of the content focus involves "basic concepts '
of a cognitfve nature. For example, "Sensing the Sea," two wel l-developed
primary units  K-3!, was designed to use mari ne experiences to develop basic
concepts such as color, size, shape, texture, quantity, etc.

An "i nquiry skills" focus is evident when a stated and major emphasis of
of instruction is on developing inquf ry process ski'lls  see Section 28 of review
format. Inquiry skills seemed to be a focus of two projects, "Sensfng the Sea"
and "NET Basics Program."

Insert Table 4 about here

Nore than half of the projects reviewed developed units whi ch were infor-

matfon ori ented. One project developed units which emphasized ecologic»

relationships conceptually and two emphasized inquiry process skills. It should
be noted that no particular focus is inherently better than another. Each focus,

however, should be related to the goals and purposes of the marine education
program.

Teacher Materials Teacher Su ort!

As mentioned previously, the amount of information and support p rovf ded

through well-organized teacher materials is a critfcal key to «udendent learnfng.

chers guidesThe degree of teacher support, as discerned by reviewing the teachers
h representswas estimated and indicated by a value on a ten-point scale which rep
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eight relevant teacher support characteristics. The characteristics taken from

Section 2C of the review format and the point-value of each characteristic are

listed below.

PointsCharacteristic

1 point

lesson plans:
highly imp icit

2 points 3 points

highly explicit

The total number of points of the characteristics comprises a unit "score. "

The scores for all primary units  grades K-3! are averaged. The value in the

primary level column represents the average number of teacher support characteristic

points of the primary units of the project. The same averaging process is used

for upper elementary units  grades 4-6!.

Insert Table 5 about here

The data fn Table 5 indicate that teacher materials from the ORCA project

and "Sensing the Sea," provide the most teacher support. Teacher materials from

the Environmental Education Program, Project CAPE, MET Basics Program, and the

primary units of the Alaska Sea Week Curriculum Series provide moderate teacher

�! instructional objectives

�! teacher background information

�! glossary of terms/concepts

�! lesson preparation information

�! lesson plans � implicit, 2 moderately explicit,
3 * highly explicit!

�! references to other resources

�! classroom management information

 8! follow-up enrichment activities

Lesson plan points were assigned as follows:

1 1 1 1
1-3
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support while the remaining teacher materials reviewed provide less support.

Caution should be exercised in placing value judgements on support scores and score

groups..'<o one score is inherently "better" than another. The key idea concerning
all information provided in this section of the report, is that of "appropriate-
ness" within a given situational context. For example, if the teachers who will

be using the materials are knowledgeable about marine~'aquatic ecological concepts,
relationships and information and have experience in science teaching, then
teacher materials with moderate support may suffice. However, if teachers have

meager ecological content backgrounds and little experience in teaching science
 involving activities, live organisms, etc.! then teachers' guides with much
support can greatly enhance the quality of instruction and the degree of student
learning. Thus, the amount of teacher support needed varies with the character-
istics of the teachers who will be using the materials.

Student .materials

The scores in the " student materials" column in Table 6 represent the total

number of components and characteristics present in the student materials reviewed
for primary and upper elementary grades  see review format, Section 2D!. Because
five characteristics were considered, the total possible number of points is
5. The number of points represent a gross estimate of the amount of student
materials development. Ther'efore, one could infer that the higher point value
indicates more developed student materials.

insert Table 6 about here

The data in the table above indicate that four of the ten projects reviewed
contained no distinct, prepared student materials. Three projects, ORCA, Project
CAPE, and the Alaska Sea Reek Project  K-3! produced more developed student



materials. These materials merit further consideration and the ORCA student
materials, in particular, could serve as a model for those interested in student
materiaI development.

O~b'ectives-Instruction Relationshi Instructional Validit

Inse~t Table 7 abo ut he r e

The data above indicate that at least half of the units are highly related
or instructionally valid at both lower and upper elementary levels. The units

of three more projects are "somewhat" or moderately related. This instructional

characteristic is an extremely important one. "Teaching what's supposed to be
taught" is a basic educational tenet.

Assessment Materials and Characteristics

The content validity of materials or strategies developed to assess student

represents a! thelearning are indicated by points in Table 8. The point values

presence of strategies and/or written tests and b! the average

validity  see Section 2H!. The higher point values indicate a

between the content and skills stated in the objectives and the

degree of content

closer relationship

content and skills

of the assessment items.

Insert Table 8 about here

It aPPears that units from three projects, Environmental Education Program

The degree of the relationship between the stated objectives and the con-
tent and skillsof the instructional activities or "instructional validity
represented by the average rating across primary units and upper elementary units
 see Section 2H!. These mean ratings are shown in Table 7.
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and "Sensing the Sea" and upper elementary Project COAST units contained

assessment materials possessing a greater degree of content validity. That is,

the assessment items in these project materials are more highly related to stated

objecti ves than the assessment i tems in other project uni ts. Three projects

did not appear to develop any student assessment materials. The WET Basics

program developed written tests, however, copies of these assessment instruments
were not available for review.

Field experiences were handled in a variety of ways by the instructional

developers. All of' these merit consideration. The development of field

experiences for youngsters depends on a number of factors: the existence of

established environmental or marine educational centers, the proximi ty of field
si tes, the avai labi lity of field trai ned resource people, teacher training
and financial constraints.

Planning, developing resource materials  information, activities!, and

conducting field trips are three phases of the field experiences development-
implementation process. These can be done by environmental center staff, by
teachers or by other field consultants, individually or in col'laboration.

Figure 1 shows various relationships between the phases of the development-
implementation process and the people who could participate in the process.

Insert Figure 1 about here

The mast plausible non-interactive and interactive planning, development
and implementation patterns are shown in Table 9. Each of the three phases is
separated by arrows. persons participating in each phase are indicated by letters
 refer to Figure 1!. Interactive efforts are indicated by combinations of



letters within parentheses. The more conmon patterns emerging from this review

are labeled with asterisks  *!.

Insert Table 9 about here

In reality, the key person/s/ in the field experience process are those

who actually conduct the field trips. Table 10 provides summary information

regarding the type of person who was most responsible for conducting field

experiences in the projects reviewed.

Insert Table 10 about here

Of the field experiences described in the instructional units, two basic

types of people conducted field trips: environmental education center staff in

localities that had established such centers and individual teachers. From the

data above, it was evident that two projects clearly developed field experiences

to be conducted at their local environmental centers. The experiences were

planned as an integral part of the program. Patterns 1 and 7 in Table 9 seem to

best describe the development and implementation of the field experiences. Five

of the projects relied on the teacher to conduct the field experiences and

resources and information of varying amounts were provided in the teacher' s

guide. Patterns 4, 8, 9 and 10 best describe the development/implementation

process of these projects. Unfortunately, due to the lack of more specific

information, it is impossible to match specific patterns with particular projects.

Field experiences can make the learning of ecological concepts and relation-

ships real and meaningful to students. They are often the kind of learning

experience whi ch can foster the development of values and positive attitudes

regarding marine and aquatic environments. The utility of the model and develop-
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ment/implementation patterns just discussed, lies in its application in the in-

structional development process. Often teachers must be relied on to conduct

class field trips. Many elementary teachers are not prepared to do this. Seven
patterns in Table 9 above distinguish alternative approaches to the development
of field experiences conducted by teachers. The consideration of these approaches
may help unit developers clarify what people resources are available and/or need
to plan and develop high quality field experiences for teachers and youngsters.

D. Exem lar Com onents of Particular Pro 'ect Units

The units of all projects reviewed are resources for marine education pro-
gram and instructional developers in South Carolina. Some project units, however,
possess components which are particularly well-developed from an instructional per-
spective and can serve as mode'ls for local development efforts.

The unit content of projects developed in the southeastern region is under-

standabl y appropriate for South Carolina younqsters. Two leve'Is are involved in

the determination of content appropriateness. First, the concepts and ecological
relationships in a unit are generalizable and abstract. They are not region depen-
dent. Second, information about particular marine organisms and environments can

be  a! selected as examples or vehicles to provide a specific context f' or learning
the concepts and relationships or  b! learned solely as specific information. Thus,.
while the first type of content is applicable across environments and organisms,
the second type of content is specific and environment-bound. For example, the ORCA
project produced a unit, "The Life Cycle of a Salmon" which was well-developed. The
specific marine organism, the salmon, is not relevant for the South Carolina region;
however, the concept of "life cycle" is genera'lizable across regions. Therefore, this
unit merits further review and could serve as a good model for a unit on life cycles.
So uth Carolina developers may wish to adapt the specific marine content of the unit
to focus on the life cycle of shrimp, an important coastal organism in this region.
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The ecological concepts/re1ationships approach of' the Environmental Educa-

cation Program is especially noteworthy. Much of the specific marine content is

also appropriate for the South Carolina locale. Project CAPE and Project COAST
and "Sensing the Sea" have a different focus but are also based on general ized

and specific content which is appropriate for the South Carolina region. How-

ever, if any well-developed unit is based on generalizable concepts or relation-

shipss deemed relevant by the user, then the specific content can always be adapted
to include marine organisms and environments which better represent the locale of
the user.

The format of the teacher guides of the ORCA project are worth modeling. The
Alaska Sea Week Project teacher guides  K-3 ! are also worthy of further considera-

tion. In these guides, teachers are not simply told to discuss a concept but in-

stead are provided with questions and specific explanations about what to discuss

and how to discuss it. This explicit approach is helpful for the teacher who is

inexperienced with regard to marine ecology.

The student mater ia1s of ORCA and Project CAPE are exemplary and would serve

as good models of attractive, well-deve1oped student materials.

Although the slides themselves were not available for review, the scripts and

organization of the slide presentations of the Environmental Education Program are

well-designed, The production of such presentations is an excellent way to stan-

dardize and assure a degree of quality regarding the presentation of marine infor-

mation. Slide-tape presentations are an effective bimodal learning approach for

elementary youngsters. Nell-written scri pts can incorporate the expertise of

marine consultants. Most of all, however, slide-tape presentations provide addi-

tional support for the elementary teacher who may feel somewhat hesitant about

teaching a unit about which she/he has little background information or experienc~-

The Northern New England Marine Education project  NNMEp! contains noteworthy

and basic information and resources for field trips and can serve as a good «del
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for focusing on what to look for at the shore.

The Project COAST unit, "Utilization of Estuarine Organisms", is a well-

organized unit which integrates the ecological, cultural and historical aspects
of the coastal areas. The cultural background information for teachers is excel-
lent and could serve as a standard. The slide approach is well-done.

In summary, then, projects have developed units with varying components and
characteristics. While some units are more developed than others, the desirabil-
ity or value of any unit is dependent on the goals and objectives of the user.
Several cautions should be made regarding the preceding comments about exemplary
development efforts and products. Care should be taken to refrain from overgener-
alizing from the informat~on provided. For example, the formats of teacher mate-
ria'ls of the ORCA Project are lauded. The quality of the format should not be
generalized to the content of the materials or the quality of the activities.

The user of this report is encouraged to read the specific comments in the individ-
ual reviews of' the projects. The judgement of the quality of the activities or
selection of content, etc is the prerogative of the user. We reiterate that what
we have tried to do here is to provide descriptive information and some corrrnents
from a science curriculum and instructional development perspective. Hopefully,
we have made it easier for interested South Carolina and other marine educators

to obtain the kind of information needed at the preliminary design phase of the
program development efforts.
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No. of
Responses

No. of
Letters SentTARGET GROUP

Appointed state marine
education coordinators 47

2. Sea Grant Institutions/
Consortia 53

19

4. Federal agencies with
marine interests

5  83%!

51 �6%!151TOTAL

Table I.� Responses to direct mailings by target groups

3. Marine/aquatic agencies-
orqanizations in SE reqi'en

5. Private, non-profit organizations
 outside the SE region! ~1th
marine/aquatic interests

6. Other schoo1s, agencies that
have developed marine materials

11 �3'!

21 �0%!

8 �2%!

2 �9'>

4 �4'!
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Table Z.--Number af types of responses by target groups

TARGET GROUPS
TYPES OF RE'SPONSORS

I 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL

5 4 9a. Fully-developed marfne education
pr ogram

1 Ib. Narfne education goals/obgectfves

I 6 4 -- I 2 13c. Instructional units on marine
topics

12 I � 2 I 17d, Brochures, booklets and/or audfo-
vfsual programs on specfal marfne
topics

f. No available marfne/aquatfc educa-
tional materials for grades K-6 3 I I I � 2 8

e. Personal recartmendatfons or references 6 3 3 I I � 14
to marine education materials developed
by other people/fnstitutfons
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PROJECTS REVIEMED

ESEA
Title III

K-6 1976 Program

1-6?

K-6 Sea Grant

3-6+

ESEA
Title IVC

Sea Grant

1980+ Infusion
Unfts/

Activities

ESEA
Title IVC

Table 3.-Sunmary of basic project i fo

1. Alaska Sea Meek Curriculum Serfes
Univ. of Alaska Sea Grant College

2. Coastal/Oceanic Awareness Studies
  Project COAST! Unf v. of Delaware

3. Environmental Education Program
 Martin County, Florida!

4. Marine Science
 Duval 1 County, Flor ida!

5. Northern New England Marine Education
Project, Univ; of Maine

6. Ocean In Your Classroom
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

7. Ocean Related Curricuiar Activities
 ORCA! Pacific Science Center

8. Project CAPE
Dare County, North Carolina

9. Sensing the Sea
Virginia Inst. of Marine Sci.

10. MET 8asics Program
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

Funds Da te TypeLeve1 s

State/ 1980 Infusion
Sea Gra~t Unf ts

Sea Grant 1974+ Infusion
Units

1975 Infusion
Unf ts

1978 Infusion
Unf ts

1975 Infus ion
Unf ts

1980 Infusion
Vnf ts

1980+ Infusfon
Unf ts

1978 Infusion
Unf ts
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Table 4.� Suamary of the content/skill focus of projects reviewed

CONTENT/SKILL FOCUS

 k-3! �-6!
PROJECTS REVIEWED

marine
i nf orma ti on

2. variable

3.

marine
information

marine
information

4.

5.

6. marine
inf orma ti on

marine
i nforma ti on

marine
inf onna ti on

marine
infonmation

8.

inquiry skills inquiry skillsIO.

Alaska Sea Meek Curriculum Series
Univ. of Alaska Sea Srant College

Coastal/Oceanic Awareness Studies
 Project COAST! Univ. of Oelaware

Enviromnental Education Program
 Nar tin County, Florida!

Narine Science
 Duvall County. Florida!

Northern New England Marine Education
Project, Univ.' of Maine

Ocean In Your Classroom
Falmouth Schools/Ikass. Ext. Serv.

Ocean Re'lated Curricular Activities
 ORCA! Pacific Science Center

Project CAPE
Dare County, North Carolina

Sensing the Sea
Virginia Inst. of Marine Science

MET Basics Program
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

inquiry
skills

variable

ecology
concepts

marine
information

basic concepts/
inquiry skills

ecology concepts,
relationships

marine
information

marine
information

ma rine
information
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DEGREE OF TEACHER SVPPORT*PROJECTS REVIEWED

 V;3! �-6!

l. Alaska Sea Meek Curriculum Series
Univ. of Alaska Sea Grant Co'liege 7.8 4,3

2. Coastal/Oceanic Awareness Studies
 Project COAST! Univ. of Delaware 5.3 4.8

3. Environmental Education Progranm
 Martfn County, Florfda! 6.0 6.7

4. Marine Science
 Duvall County, florida! 4.7

5. Northern New England Marine Education
Project, Univ; of Naine 3.5

6. Ocean In Your Classroom
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv. 3.0 3.0

7. Ocean Related Curricular Activities
 ORCA! Pac f f i c Science Center 10.0

8. Project CAPE
Oare County, North Carol fna 7,0

9. Sensfng the Sea
Vfrgfnfa Inst. of Narine Sci. 9.0

10. WET Sasics Program
Falneuth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv. 6.0 6.0

+ 10 pofnt scale  see report for characteristics and point values!

Table 5.-Summary of the degree of teacher support of projects reviewed
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Table 6.� Su+nary of the degree of student materials development of
projects reviewed

DEGREE OF STUDENT MATERIALS DEVELOPMENTPROJECTS REVIEWED

l. A'faska Sea l4eek Curriculum Series
Univ. of Alaska Sea Grant College

2. Coastal/Oceanic Awareness Studies
 Project COAST! Univ. of Dele~are

3. Envirormental Education Program
 Martin County, Florida!

4. Marine Science
 Duvall County, F1orida!

5. Northern New Eng'land Marine Education
Project, Univ; of Maine

6. Ocean In Your Classroom
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

7. Ocean Related Curricular Activities
 ORCA! Pacific Science Center

8. Project CAPE'
Dare County, North Carolina

9. Sensing the Sea
Virginia Inst. of Marine Sci.

10. 'NET 8asics Program
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

* 5 point scale  see PaW Z. Section D of review sheet for student material char-
acteristics!

No distinct student materials included in unit

NA - Not applicable, no units developed and/or reviewed for these grades
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DEGREE OF INSTRUCTIONAL VALIDITYPROJECTS REVIEWED

 k-3! �-8!

l. Alaska Sea Week Curriculum Series
Univ. of Alaska Sea Grant College 3.8 3.3

Z. Coastal/Oceanic Awareness Studies
 Project COAST! Univ. of Delaware 2.0 4.0

3. Environmental Education Program
 Martin County ~~a'. 4.0

4. Marine Science
 Duvall County, Florida! 3.0 3.0

5. Northern New England Marine Education
Project, Univ.' of Maine 2.0 3.0

6. Ocean In Your Classroom
Ealmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv. 3.3

7. Ocean Related Curricular Activities
 ORCA! Pacific Science Center 4.0

8. Project CAPE
Dare County, Nor th Carolina 4.0

9. Sensing the Sea
Virginia Inst. of Marine Sci. 4.0

ID. WET 8asics Program
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv. 4.0

* 4 point scale �-highly related, 3-somewhat related, 2-vagueiy related,
I-not related!

Table 7.--Sumnary of the degree of the relationship between objectives and
instruction  instructional validity! of the projects reviewed
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CONTENT VALIDITY OF ASSESSMENT*PROJECTS REVIEMED

 w!

1. Alaska Sea Meek Curriculum Series
Univ. of Alaska Sea Grant College

2. Coastal/Oceanic Awareness Studies
  Project COAST! Univ. of Delaware 4.02.0

3. Envirarmental Education Program
 Martin County, Florida! 4.0

4. Marine Science
 Duvall County, Florida! 3.0

5. Northern New England Marine Education
Project, Univ; of Maine

6. Ocean In Your Classroom
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

3.03.07. Ocean Related Curricular Activities
 ORCA! Pacific Science Center

3.02.5
8. Project CAPE

Dare County, North Carolina

4.09. Sensing the Sea
Virginia Inst. of Marine Sci.

10. MET Basics Program
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

* 4 point scale �--highly valid, 3 � somewhat valid, 2--vaguely valid,
1 � not valid!

No assessment materials included in unit

NA Not applicable, no units deveIoped and/or reviewed for these grades

Table R.--SutInary of the degree of content validity of the assessment items
of student learning of the projects reviewed
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NON-I NTERACTI VE PATTERNS INTERACTIVE PATTERNS

* I! A~D ~G * 7!  A-8! ~D~G

2! A ~0~H * 8!  A-B! ~ D-E! ~ H

~ 9!  B-C! ~ E-F! ~ H*3! B~E~H

* 10!  A-B-C! ~ D-E-F! ~ H

5! B~F~H

6! C~F~I

* lkost conmon1y observed patterns in projects reviewed

Tab1e 9 � Fi eld experience development/impl enentati on patterns



Table 10.-Summary of person/s/ conducting field trips in projects reviewed

PROJECTS RKVIEkJED

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

Teacher

1. Alaska Sea Meek Currfculum Series
Unfv. of Alaska Sea Grant College

2. Coastal/Oceanic Awareness Studfes
 Project COAST! Univ, of Delaware

3. Envfroanental Educatfon Progrin
 Martin County, Florida!

4. Marfne Scfence
 Duvall County. Florida!

5. Northern New Eng1and Marfne Education
Project, Unfv; of Maine

6. Ocean In Your Classroom
Falmouth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

7. Ocean Related Curricular Activities
 ORCA! Pacific Science Center

8. Project CAPE
Dare County, North Carolina

9. Sensing the Sea
Vfrgfnfa Inst. of Marfne Scf.-

10. MET Basics Progrea
Falmauth Schools/Mass. Ext. Serv.

PERSON/S/ CONDUC71NG
FIELD TRIPS

Env iroane nta1
~i~ner Staff

Envirormenta 1
Center Staff

Teacher

Teacher
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Appendix A

Search Letter



UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
GEORGeTCHhOI, e. C. 19440

eelii W. eervch
lUlarine Field Labarwtory
e.o.eo~ 1630
I emi seaae23

The South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium and educators in the state are
beginning the process of improving the quality of marine education in the schools.
We are involved in the first phase of this endeavor whfch has as fts purpose
the nationwide search and review of existing marine education currfcular and
instructional materials for students fn kindergarten through grade 6. Nore
specfffcally, we are searching for the following:

a. fully-developed marine education programs
b. marine education goals and objectives

c. instructional units on marine topics often embedded fn environmental
educatfon programs

d. brochures, booklets, and audio-visual programs on marine topics
e. perSOnal reCImIIIendatfOnS of and references to marine educatiOn

materials developed by other fnstitutions.

Our conception of marine education includes both fresh and salt water pro-
perties and envfrormients. Also, whfle kindergarten through grade 6 fs our major
focus, we would appreciate information on materials suitable for grades 7-12.

Your praapt reply will be greatly appreciated. Our review will be available
as a canprehensfve report in July 1981. ?f you inform us of your interest in this
report, we will be happy to provide you wfth ordering information.

Thank you in advance for your consideration and assistance.

SfnceI ely,

Wendy Allen, Project Coordinator
Baruch Institute for Marfne and
Coastal Research and the Oept. of
Continuing Education

WA/jml

We would like to include materials which your organization may have developed
or those to which you can refer us. Please send us lfsts, descriptions and
ordering information regarding any of the types of materiars mentioned above.
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Appendix B

Response Form



B.l

 SOURCE: I 2 3 4 5!
CONTACT PERSON;

ORGAN I ZAT I DN:

ADDRESS:

PHONE:

Date

I. LETTER OF INQUIRY

Z. RESPONSE

a.

b.

c

e.

3. SAMPLE MATERIALS ORDERED

Title:

Cost: $Order No.:

Title:

Cost: $Order No.:

4. CQSENTS

Ful'ly-developed marine education programs
Marine education goals/objectives
Instructional units on marine topics
Brochures, booklets, and/or audio-visval
programs on special marine topics
Personal recomnendations of or references
to marine education materials developed
by other institutions  see comments below!
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Appendix C

Marine Education Resovrces for Educators



C. 1

Marine Education Resources fol Edurat rs

Some of the different sources of information on the world f
e wor d of water are 1isted

and briefly described below.

1. National Sea Grant De ositor

University of Rhode Island
Pell Mari ne Science Library
Narragansett 8ay Campus
Narragansett, RI 02882

�02�92-6114

The Depository contains every Sea Grant document that has been published
since 1968. Computer searches for particular types of materials are conducted
free of charge. A free loan system is also offered by the Depository.
Z. I'4arine Education Materia1s S stem  MEMS

This system contains over 1400 marine education materia1s on microfiche .
Several states have a MEMS center. Computer searches are conducted for a nominal
fee at the MEMS center in Virginia. Persons interested in having a search done
should contact:

Susan Gammisch
Coordinator, Marine Education Center and MEMS
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062

. 804�42-2111

The nearest MEMS resource center for South Carolinians is located in Georgia-
Sea Grant Program
Ecology Building
University oi' Georgia
Athens' GA 30602

�0442-7671

Most states have Sea Grant programs wi th marine research, education and

advisory components. Many Sea Grant Institutions and Consortia pu 1 is" an
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disseminate newsletters and other materfals to interested persons. Educators in
South Carolina can contact the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium for informatfon
about its program:

SC Sea Grant Consortium
22l For t Johnson Rd.
James Island

Charl eston. SC 29412

 803! 795-9650

Other Sea Grant programs are listed with their addresses, alphabetically by state,
at the end of this section.

4. Marine Education Assocfations

The Natfonal Harfne Education Assocfation  NMEA! is comprised of school
teachers, museum curators, naturalists and scientists interested in sharing
their knowledge and enthusfasm for the world of water. Members of NMEA gather to
exchange ideas and resource materials once a year at a national conference.
Members also receive Current - The Journal of Marine Education four times a year .
Membership dues are $8 .00 a year and can be sent to:

National Marine Education Association
Attn: Member ship
Gloucester Point, VA 23062

In addftfon to the NMEA, several regional and state marine education associatfons
have been formed, Interested persons in South Carolina may want to join the
Georgia Association of Marine Educators  GAME!. The dues are $8 . 00/year and
include membership fn NMEA. For further information, write to:

Georgfa Association for Marine Education
1032 Wildwood Road
Atlanta, GA 30306

5. Journals

Several journals provide non-technical fnformation on the aquatic world
including, the aforementfoned Current - The Journal of Marine Education; Oceans,
the publication of the Cousteau Society; and Oceanus, which is published by the
Woods Hole Oceanographfc Instftutfon.
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6. Scientific Or anizations

Educators need to keep informed concerning the most current scientif'ic findings
about the aquatic environment. Many scientific organizations hold meetings and
publish proceedings, both of which could serve as valuable resources for educators.
The Estuarine Research Federation  ERF! and its several regional affiriates,
including the Southeastern Estuarine Research Society  SEERS! and the Atlantic
Estuarine Research Society  AERS!, offer programs that can keep educators as well
as scientists abreast of current research findings on coastal ecosystems.
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Sea Grant Pro rams

Alaska Sea Grant Program
University of Alaska
Fairbanks, AL 99701

Sea Grant College Program, A-032
University of California
La Jolla, CA 92093

Un f vers f ty of Southern Cal i f orni a
Sea Grant Program

SSW 308
Los Angeles, CA 90007

California Sea Grant Narine
Advfsory Program

554 Hutchison Hall
University of' Calif'ornia
Davis, CA 95616

Narfne Advisory Service
University of Connectfcut
322 N. Mafn St.
Wallfngford, CT 06492

Delaware Sea Grant College Program
College of Marine Studies
University of Delaware
Newark, DE 19711

Florida Sea Grant College
G022 McCarty Hall
University of Florida
Gainesville. FL 32611

Sea Grant Program
Ecology Building
University of Georgfa
Athens. GA 30602

University of Hawaii Sea Grant
College Program

Spaldfng 253
2540 Naile Way
Honolulu, HI 96822

Louisiana Sea Grant College Program
Center for Wetland Resources
Louisiana State Unfversity
Baton Rouge, LA 70803

Maine Sea Grant Publications
30 Coburn Hall
University of Nafne
Orono, ME 04469

Sea Grant Col lege Program
University of' Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

Sea Grant Program
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

E-38

77 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, IfA 02139

Sea Grant Program
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hale, MA 02543

Michigan Sea Grant Program
University of Michigan
2200 Bonisteel Blvd.
Anne Arbor, MI 48109

Information Services
109 Agriculture Hall
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824

Sea Grant Extension Program
109 Wa shburn Ha l 1
University of Jlinnesota-Duluth
Duluth, MN ' SS812

Minnesota Sea Grant Program
435 Animal Science and Veterinary

Medicine
1988 Fitch Ave.
St, Paul, MN 55108

Mississippi/A]abama Sea Grant
Consortium

PO Drawer AG
Ocean Sorings, MS 39564

New England Marine Advfsory Service
Admini stration Building
New England Center
Durham, NH 03824

Marine Advisory Program
Narine Program Building
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824

Narine Advisory Service
4S Pleasant St.
Partsmouth, NH 03801



New Jersey Marine Advisory Service
Department of Environmental Resources
Box 231
Cook College. Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

New Jersey Narine Sciences Consortium
Princeton Forrestal Center
101 College Rd. East
Princeton, NJ 08540

New York Sea Grant Institute
State University of New York
411 State St.
Albany, NY 12246

Sea Grant Extension Program
Fernow Hall
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853

Sea Grant College Program
105 1911 Building
North Carolina State University
Raleigh, NC 27650

Ohio Sea Grant Extension Program
Ohio State University
434 West 12th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210

Sea Grant Communications
AdS, A418
Oregon State University
Corva 1 i s, OR 97331

Sea Grant Program
Department of Marine Science
University of Puerto Rico
Nayaguez, PR 00708

Narine Advisory Service
University of Rhode Island
Narragansett, RI 02882

South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium
221 Fort Johnson Rd.
James Island
Charleston, SC 29412

Sea Grant College Program
Texas ASH University
College Station, TX 77843

Sea Grant Advi sory Services
Virginia Institute of Marine Science
Gloucester Point, VA 23062

Narine Advisory Program
Department of Food Science and

Technology
Virginia Polytechrsic Institute and

State University
Blacksburq, VA 24061

Washington Sea Grant Communications
Division of Marine Resources
University of Washington, HG-30
3716 Brooklyn Ave. NE
Seattle, WA 98195

University of' Wisconsin Sea Grant
Program

1800 University Ave.
Nadi son, WI 53706
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APPENDIX D

Vitae of the Reviewers



VITA

Office of Research
Department of Education
R ut 1 edge Bul 1 d f n 9
Columbia, SC 29201

Jeanne M. Liu

EDUCATION HISTORY

1976- University of South Carolfna, Columbia, SC PH.D.
Educat fonal Research, Instructional Psychology  expected 12-81 !

1973-75 University of South Carol fna, Columbfa, SC
Elementary Education

M.Ed.

1 967-71 Mfchfgan State University, East Lansing, MI
Educatfonal Psychology

1963-65 Universfty of N sconsin, Madison, hK
Elementary Educatfon ~ Englfsh

B.S. B.Ed.!

1961 -63 Unfversfty of Hawaff at Manoa, Honolulu, HI
Elementary Education  Ford Foundation Program!

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

1 981 Education Program Specialist, Office of Research
South Carolina State Department of Education

1 979-81 Instructor and Screening Examination Program Coordinator,
College of Education, University of South Carolina

1977-79 Graduate Research Assi stant, Screening Examination Program,
College of Education, University of South Carolina

1976-77 Instructor, College of Education, University of South Carolfna
Undergraduate courses taught:

EDPY 333
EDPY 335

Child Growth and Development
Educational Psychology

EDCI 725 Principles of Curriculum Construction

1973-75 Teaching Associate, Science-Mathematics Curriculum
Specialist, Cooperative Model Schools Project, College of
Education, University of South Carolina

1966-72 Teacher, East Lansfng Public Schools, Michigan
Science-Mathematics: fifth, sixth and seventh grades; scfence
department chair person �969-72!

1975-76 Teaching Assistant, College of Education, University of South
Carolina. Graduate course taught:
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OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVI TIES

Chairperson, AERA/NCME Symposium: Approaches to Test Design for the
Assessment of the Effectiveness of Educational Programs. Boston. 1980.

Appointed member, Elementary Science Comittee, State Department of
Education, South Carolina, Ig75-76.

Invited participant. NSF Teacher Training Institutes, 1969-70: Science
Curriculum Improvement Study  SCIS! and Mathematics Teachers Institute of
Michigan State University, Intermediate Science CUrriculum Study  ISCS! at
the University of Maryland.

Teacher consultant, Cali fornia Achievement Test revision te", Michi9an
State University, East Lansing, 1967-1968.

P UBLI CAT I ONS

Admission to teacher education. Education Re ort. 198O$ 22 �!
 with Lorin W. Anderson! .

The design of a mediated product-development course using the PSI
model . In Sherman, Ruskin and 'Lazar  Eds.!, Personalized Instruction
~Toda . San Francisco: San Francisco Press, wi t argaret
Bell and John P. Dolly! .

Curriculum and Instructional Desi n: A Handbook for Teachers. College
of Education, University o, South Carolina, 197 with Margaret E. Bell! .

PAPERS AND SEMINARS PRESENTEO

The applicability of three systematic approaches to item writing to the
assessment of different types of instructional objectives. Paper
presented at the AERA Annual Meeting, Boston, April 1980  with Lorin W.
Anderson! .

Concerns for stability of aptitudes within the aptitude-treatment
interaction model. Paper presented at the AERA Annual Meeting, San
Francisco, April 1979  with Lorin W. Anderson! .

Instructional social psychology: Anyone interested' Paper presented
the EERA Annual Meeting, Charleston, S.C., febr vary 197g  with Lorin W.
Anderson! .

Aptitude-treatment interactions: Yet another probl em. Paper presented
the EERA Annual Meetin9, Williamsburg, VA., February 1978  with Lorin W.
Anderson!

The phase pl an: Devel opin9 student-teacher responsibil ities for learning.
Seminar presented at the Michi9an Middle School Conference, Flint, 1972.

Team teaching and flexible schedulin9. Seminar presented at the Michigan
Middle School Conference, East Lansing, 1971.
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UNPUBLISHED MANUSCRIPTS INSTRUCTIONAL AND ASSESSMENT MATERIALS

The effects of concept and algorithm instructfon on the learner' s ability
to solve verbal mathematics problems. Dissertation fn progress. College
of Education, Unfversity of South Carolina.

Who pays attention when: Linking student invo'lvement patterns with
instructional events and modes. College of Education, University of South
Carol ina, 1981

Screening Examination Program Report: Findings of the first two years,
Screening Examinatfon Technical Manual  with Lorin W. Anderson!, Screening
Examinations in Basic Skills   reading, mathematics, writing! . College of
Education, University of South Carolina, 1977-1980 .

The design and constructfon of instructional games: A mediated inservice
training module. USOE Title IVC, Competency Based Education Project, Dent
Middle School, Columbia, s .C ., 1979 .

USOE Tft'le IVC Proposal  with Larry Winecoff! . Project Excitement: An
inquiry approach to science usfng community resources . St . Helena
Elementary School, Beaufort, S .C . Funded: 1976-79 .

SELECTED CONSULTANT EXPERIENCES

Conducting needs assessments for proposals, workshop leader. Natfonal
Council for Resource Development, Region IV. Charleston, S.C., 1.981.
Program evaluation, USOE Title IVC Project. Assisting students in
acquirfng minimal competencies in mathematics. Lorain, Ohio; 1980-81 .
Development of a trafning evaluation instrument. College of Education
Rehabil ftation Project, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, 1979.
Development of a classroom observation fnstrument and training of
observers, USOE Title IVC Fairfield County Economics Project, Wfnnsboro,
S.C., 1979 ~

Development of test items and fnstructfonal units, USOE Title IVC
Projects: Competency Based Educatfon, Dent Mfddle School, Columbia, S.C.;
Mastery Learning, Lugoff-Elgin High School, Lugoff, S.C., 1978-79.
Science inqufry training for teachers. USOE Title IVC Project, St. Helena
Elementary School, Beaufort, S.C., October 1975 and June-July 1976.
Scfence inqufry-An inservice for elementary teachers and administrators.
Florence County Schools, S.C., February and March 1976.

PROFESSIONAL A FFIL I AT I ONS

American Educational Research Association  AERA!, Eastern Educational
Research Association  EERA!, National Council for Measurement in Education
 NCME!, Phi Delta Kappa
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Vita

Wendy Beard Allen

Present Address: Belle 'f. Baruch iiarine Field Laboratory
PO Box 1630

Georgetown, SC 2944'

Education

Bachelors of Science, Biology, Lehigh University, 1975

Professional Back round

Public Education Coordinator, The Wetlands Institute, a marine
education and research center in Middle Township, NJ operated by
Lehigh University

1975-1978

Instructor, Coastal Ecology Classes for Children, Center for
Non-traditional Studies, University of South Carolina

Summer
1979

1979-1980 Teaching Associate, School of Science, Coastal Carolina College
Instructor, Coastal Ecology Classes for Children, Belle W. Baruch
Institute for Marine Biology and Coastal Research, University of
South Carolina

5 urrmIe>
1980

Exec uti ve As s i s ta n t, The Belle W. Baruch Founda ti onJune 1980-
present

August 1980- Director, Continuing Education Program, Bell e W. Baruch Institute
present for Marine Biology and Coastal Research, University of South

Carolina

Public Education courses for adults: Marine Ecology, Natural History of Cape
May County, The Habits and Ecology of Fishes

Public Education courses for children: Coastal Ecology, grades K-IZ

Col 1 ege 1 evel: Contemporary Biology Laboratory

and Conference Partici ation

Public Lecture Series, The Wetlands Institute, coordinated the
series which included twenty lectures a year

1975-1978

Presented lectures and conducted field trips for school groups,
civic and other educational organizations  about 80-100 groups/year!

1975-1978

Conference: "Marine Education in New Jersey", conducted workshop
on "Gyotaku and the External Anatomy of Fish"

April 1978

Masters of Education, Community and Occupational Programs in Education,
Coastal Carolina College of the University of South Carolina, 1980
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Oct. 1978 Public Information Conference: "Oil From the Outer Continental
Shel f: Offshore and Onshore Implications for New Jersey", acted
as conference coordinator and co-editor of the proceedings

Pos i ti ons Hel d

1975-1978 Co-author of quarterly newsletter, The Wetlands Insti tute

New Jersey representative to Stateroom section of the National
Marine Education Association's newsletter, Current

1977-1978

Council Member, Northeast Marine Education Council1978

South Caro'lina representative to Stateroom section of the National
Marine Education Association's newsletter, Current � The Journal
of Marine Education

1980-

present

Publications

Beard, W. 1977. The Wetlands Institute: a combined effort of research and
education. New Jerse Outdoors, Vol. 4, No. 4.

Beard, W. 1977. The Wetlands Institute; a dynamic interaction between
research and education. Environmental Education Re ort, Vol. 5,
No. 10, pp. 3-4.

Vol . 4,Beard, W. 1978. A salt marsh through the seasons.
No. 4, pp. 9-12.

Allen, W.B. and Pinson, J. 1980. Crinum americanum L. in South Carolina.
Bulletin of the South C~aro dna ilcta em of Science, Vol. 4Z.

Allen, W.B. and Herman, S.Sf e Eds. 1980 Oil from the Outer Continental Shelf:
Offshore and Onshore Im lications or New Jerse, Con erence
procee ngs, Leh g University, Beth chem, PA. 164 pp.

Al'len, D.M. and Allen, W.B. 1981. Seasonal dynamics of a leechmysid shrimp
interaction in a temperate salt marsh. Biolo ical Bulletin,
Vol . 160, pp. I-IO.

Marine Educational Brochures ubl ished b Lehi h University:

"The Mollusc and Its Home", 1973, author and illustrator of this brochure which
depicts bivalves and gastropods conmon along the New Jersey coast

"A Salt Marsh Through the Seasons", 1979, author and illustrator. Brochure
about the dynamic and productive nature of estuaries

"What Do You Know About the Oiamondback Terrapin?", 1979, illustrator of this
brochure written by Barbara Marsh which describes the life history
of the diamondback terrapin

Sept. 1980 Conducted Marine Education Workshop for teachers of children in the
Gifted and Talented Program
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Appendi x E

Fry' s Graph for Estimating Readability
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